Introduction
The main engines of the Space Shuttles use cryogenic fuel (liquid hydrogen -LH2) and oxidizer (liquid oxygen -LO2). The fuel and oxidizer are stored in the external tank and feed to the engines during launch.
To help ensure that no hazardous leaks are present in the Orbiters, the cryogenic systems are thoroughly leak tested before each launch. Because of the inherent hazards associated with large quantities of liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen, the leak tests are performed with helium (He). This requires that helium in an air background be monitored during a large portion of the prelaunch testing.
The limit-of-detection for helium is in the range of 1 part per million (ppm). After the external tank is filled with the cryogenic commodities, the levels of hydrogen (H2), oxygen (02), and argon (Ar) in a nitrogen background are monitored.
A new system was designed to monitor all of these gases (H2, He, N2, 02, and Ar) and is called the Hazardous Gas Detection Systems (HGDS) 2000 [1, 2] .
There are currently a number of systems being used for each launch. The two that are the most critical are the Prime HGDS and Backup HGDS. These systems have proven to be invaluable in helping to ensure safe launches. The systems have their own sample delivery subsystems, including transport pumps and selector valves. In addition, both systems use mass spectrometers as the detector.
The PrimeHGDSusesa linearquadrupole while theBackupHGDS incorporates a fixed sector.Both systemsutilizedion pumpsto generate the necessary high vacuums.The systems weredevelopedandinstalledin the 1970's. Sincethen two additionalsystems utilizing fixed sectorshavebeendeveloped.They arethe HydrogenUmbilical MassSpectrometer (HUMS) [3] andPortableAft Mass Spectrometer (PAMS) [4] . The HUMS andPAMSsystemsenabledmonitoring of cryogenicgases in a heliumbackground andthe ability to monitorlow levels of heliumin an airbackground, respectively.The newon-linemassspectrometer wasdesigned to incorporatetherequirements of all existingsystems. 
Experimental

SystemDesign
Theoverall systemis composedof two independent detectorscapableof monitoringall of the components of interest(i.e.,H2,He,N2, 02, and Ar). In addition to these five compounds the system has to be easily expanded to include additional compounds when needed.
The system will use one set of sample lines while all major components will either be redundant or have backup systems (referred to in this document as redundancy). This redundancy helps ensure the system is operational for the highest amount of time.
A sketch of the overall system is shown in Figure 2 . The system will be made up Control Computer/Electronics
The entire system is controlled via a remote computer operating custom software written in Visual C++. The software enables the user to input all desired commands and to monitor the health and status of the system. The procedurefor thetime studieswasasfollows:
1) Setboth unitsto monitorline 1.
2) Wait until bothhavestablereadings.
3) Changeunit 2 to line 7. Fromtheseresultsit is clearthatthesystemhastheoretical detectionlimits of less than25 ppmof hydrogenandoxygen.However,because of the difficulties in obtainingknownvaluesatlower levels,no experiments whererun with values lessthan25 ppm. In orderto meetthedetectionlimits for H2 an 02 close attention had to be paid to mass-to-charge tuning of the instrument. When the peak height was too large (lower limit-of-detection) high-end linearity suffered.
However, when the peak height was decreased for better linearity the limits-ofdetection worsened. This interaction necessitated tuning, which was not optimal for either case (low-level detection or high degree of linearity). It was found that with minimal practice the tuning could be accomplished without any major difficulty.
Drift
The data obtained for the zero drift are listed in Table 4 and plotted in Figure  ZZ .
The The data obtained for the test drift study are listed in Table 5 and plotted in Figure  ZX . The table includes the data for each test along with the averages.
Notice that all the values are extremely small.
Response Time
The response time was measured to be less than 10 seconds for each component.
Recovery Time
The recovery time was measured to be less than 20 seconds for He, 02, and Ar while being less than 2 minutes for H2. It was expected that the recovery time would be greatest for H2 because of the decrease in compression ratio of the turbo-drag pumps for the lighter gases. There are two orders of magnitude difference in the compression ratios between nitrogen and hydrogen.
Steps are beingtakento help improvethe conductance throughthe high-vacuum region and thusimprovingtherecoverytime of hydrogen.
StabilizationTime andPressure Deviation
Thetime necessary for the samplepressure to stabilizewhenthe second unit left the sameline arelistedin Table6.
The informationin Table6 wasrepeated, only thepressure of Unit 2 was monitored(seeTable7). All data are ppm. 
